The annual update for ingenious.V12 version 3.9.1 contains the
following features / enhancements and bug-fixes
New features:



















Automatic logout of inactive clients
Generic item export as CSV-file to FTP-server
Statistics about supplier sales
Capacity planning regarding actual ressources
New API-function „Tool_Update_ItemPicture“, to change the fields
„[Produktkatalog_Bilder]Webshop“, „[Produktkatalog_Bilder]Standardbild“ and
„[Produktkatalog_Bilder]Beschreibung“
New API-function „PPS_Finalize“, to update current PPS daily plans automatically
Extension of the API-function „Time_Log“ to log script usage
Extension of the API-function „Tool_Update_Projekt“, to change the field
„[Projekte]Notizen“
Extension of the script event "Projects - Before Advance" for use in the function "Creation
of collective invoices"
Extension of the API method "PrintVar (" on measurement sheets to the second parameter
"USER" to translate the output text into the current user language.
Optimization of coloring of own sidebars in the detail views of the main modules
The function "Price changing" can now also be executed completely without rounding the
result
Extension of the program settings: Do not use disabled items in part lists
Extension of the program settings: Checking the maximum execution time of scheduler
tasks and e-mail notification if exceeded
Extension of SEPA Debit export: Collective debits allow the inclusion of credit notes to
reduce the debited amount
Extension of SEPA Debit export: Avis document can alternatively be sent directly by e-mail
Print report "Contacts - sales statistics" extended by alternative sorting by postal code

Bugfixes:
 CRM information per contact - correction of the selection of financial years
 Correction of the loading list - Handling a differing delivery address without reference in the
additional addresses of the contact
 Scheduler - Correction of the calculation of the next execution for monthly tasks
 PPS with cutting optimization - Optimization of the calculation of daily plans with extremely
many very small blanks
 B2B - Optimization of the export of project documents as a Word file with very long position
texts
Note: Single new features might require special module licences and / or customizations. If
you are interested we submit you an offer.

